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Introduction
This booklet provides practical advice about what you can do as a retailer to
deter and prevent robberies at your premises.
Home Office crime statistics do not separately identify robberies against retail
premises, but the latest Commercial Victimisation Survey by the Home Office
shows that - compared with other types of commercial premises - retailers face
high risks of robbery
The physical consequences of robbery can be much more damaging than the
financial ones. Staff can be physically assaulted – and have sometimes been
killed – during robbery attacks. And the fear and anxiety these incidents create
can continue long afterwards.
Off-licences, petrol forecourts, betting shops, convenience stores and chemists
are among high robbery risk retailers. These sorts of businesses may be open
later, and this adds to their risk; as does the location they trade in and that they
may have more cash on the premises.
Experience shows that once a shop has suffered a robbery, the risk of repeat
attack is higher. Therefore improving your crime resistance after a robbery is an
important part of protecting your future safety.

What is Robbery
A person is guilty of robbery if he or she steals and immediately before or at any
time of so doing, and in order to do so, uses force, or puts or seeks to put any
person in fear of being then and there subjected to force. In summary, robbery is
stealing aggravated by violence.
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The Main types of
Retail Robbery
Robbery takes a variety of forms, but
most incidents can be grouped into
one of the following types.
■ Violent Till Snatches
The target in these attacks is the cash in
your till. They are sometimes carried out
by amateurs and often involve a single
offender. If you run a small shop with few
staff you may be more vulnerable but
these robberies also take place at larger
stores.
This type of robbery is frequently carried
out by drug addicts and the risk of
violence and injury is greater if their
demands are not complied with, or if
attempts are made to detain them.
■ Organised Robbery
The target here is usually more than
the cash in the till: for example, cash
in the safe or high value stock. These
robberies can involve a show of force
usually with more than one offender
taking over part or all of the store.
The offenders may have weapons
or carry firearms.

■ Cash in Transit
‘Cash in Transit’ (or CIT) robbery
involves security cash collectors being
robbed by highly organised armed
gangs, but robbers also target staff
who are taking cash to the bank or
to deposit in the night safe.

What Can You do
Not all the following practical suggestions
will apply to your business. The risk of
a robbery occurring at your shop will
depend on a number of factors – some
of which are beyond your control.
These factors will include the goods
your shop sells, the local crime rate,
whether you stay open late, what staff
you have, and how busy your street is.
For example an off-licence in a high
crime area, which stays open late and
is in a quiet location, may be more
vulnerable than a store that opens 9 to
5 in a busy shopping area. You need
to weigh up these factors and choose
the most appropriate prevention
measures for your shop. Your local
crime prevention officer will be able to
help you assess the risk for your shop.
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■ Train your Staff

■ Limit the impact of a robbery

Involve your staff in your robbery
prevention plans and train them in the
use of any equipment or system you
install. Be aware that advice to staff –
if not handled carefully – can raise
unnecessary anxiety: training needs to
reassure them.

Make sure that your staff know what
to do in the event of a robbery. They
are less likely to get hurt if they cooperate with the robbers’ demands;
they must keep calm and not make
sudden movements or take risks by
having a go. On a positive note, train
them to observe details about the
robbers such as hair and eye colour,
height, build, clothing, sound of voice
or accent. This will improve the chances
of detection, make staff feel less helpless
and gives them confidence that they
are fighting back.

■ Report suspicious circumstances
Train your staff to be vigilant and
to report their suspicions. Potential
robbers may be deterred either
immediately before carrying out a
robbery or when casing the premises.
You are also more likely to gather
useful evidence for the police.
■ Handling cash
Train staff in cash handling routines such
as not leaving till drawers open longer
than necessary, removing excess cash
from the till regularly, ensuring there is
more than one member of staff at hand
when money is moved, and counting
cash in a secure area of the store.

■ Support your Staff
If your premises are robbed, bear in
mind the trauma your staff are likely
to have suffered. Get advice about
counselling, and refer those affected
to your local victim support scheme.
The ABCP web site –
www.businesscrime.org.uk – has details
of Victim Support in the ‘Useful links’
section.
■ Evidence
Try to get staff to record details of
offenders and the incident immediately
after it has taken place. This will increase
the quality of evidence available to the
police.
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Remove the Target:
Cash and Stock
■ Cash in the till
Keep as little cash in the till as possible
at all times by regularly transferring it
to somewhere more secure. Use stickers
or posters to tell potential robbers that
you only ever have a small float in the
till – this can be a useful preventive
measure in its own right.
■ Cash retailers
If your business has a high cash
turnover it makes a more attractive
target. In this case try to limit the
amount of cash on the premises. Again,
make sure you advertise the fact that
very little cash is kept in the till.

■ Cash Collection Services
The use of Cash Collection Services
for high value businesses may be an
effective way of reducing the risk to
staff – who are not trained to deal
with robbers.
■ Banking routines
There are a number of practical routines
that can deter robbers when taking
money to the bank. Cash carriers should
remove identifying badges or uniforms
and, if possible, make the journey with
a companion; they should not carry
cash in a store carrier bag; and, of
particular importance, they should vary
the route and the time they go to the
bank, and be vigilant at the night safe.
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Make it More
Difficult for the
Robber
■ Anti-grab till screens
Installing screens around the till drawer
makes it difficult for a robber to reach
in when the drawer is open.
■ Physical barriers
Some retailers with vulnerable
businesses in high risk areas have
installed floor to ceiling screens
between the customers and staff
or ‘airlock’ doors as a last resort.
■ Secure cash handling areas
If you have a business where large
amounts of cash are collected then
you should give special attention to
the cash handling area. Consider
installing CCTV, reinforcing the doors,
walls and ceilings, using one way
mirrored and bullet resistant glass and
putting in entry control mechanisms.
■ Counter caches
Another useful method is to install a
counter cache securely built into the
counter. In this way you can regularly
take excess money from the till and
drop it into the cache so that neither
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till operators nor robbers can access
the money. Make it clear through posters
or stickers that cash is removed from
the tills.
■ Make safes inaccessible to staff
By using time-lock safes that can only
be opened at specific pre-set times, or
by making cash collection companies
the key holders to your safe, staff cannot
be made to hand cash over during a
robbery. Safes can be fitted so that
staff can deposit cash but not remove
it. Use notices or posters to advertise
the fact that you and your staff have
no access to the safe.
■ Separate key holders
Reduce the chance of a robbery
by ensuring that different staff are
responsible for holding different keys.
Separate the shop key holders and
the safe key holder.
■ Closed circuit television
Install CCTV to record all who enter
the store or the vulnerable areas of
your shop. Make it clear that CCTV is
recorded 24 hours – you may deter
robbers. To increase the chances of
video evidence being used to get a
conviction, you need good quality
equipment and recordings need to
be date and time stamped. Site
cameras so you get a clear picture.
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■ Alarm systems

■ Join Raid Control

Attack alarms linked to an alarm
receiving centre can be used to
summon police assistance. These can
be activated by foot or hand switches,
or within till drawers by, for example,
removing the last note from a money
clip. Make it clear to potential thieves
that this kind of alarm is in place. Ask
your crime prevention officer for
advice. Also consider installing less
sophisticated alarms (doorbells or
personal attack alarms) that can
summon help from the public, other
parts of the store or other shops.

Raid Control is supported by police
and the security industry and is designed
to offer added protection to small, high
risk retailers. It involves taking physical
steps such as:

■ Dye and Smoke Cash Cases
You may find it useful to purchase a
cash-carrying case or bag that gives
off smoke and spray dye which is set
off if a robbery is attempted.

■ CCTV
■ Timed safe
■ Cash degradation
■ Staff training
Grants may be available
For more information visit
www.raid-control.org.uk.
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And if it Happens...
Remember that if there is a robbery at your shop, the statistics show that there’s
a higher risk of its happening again. So you will need to use the advice in this
booklet to rethink your defences and your routines. Further advice can be
obtained from the police, your local business crime reduction partnership or
trade association.
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